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A promising future for
Forthglade Foods with Lagarde
Known as a pet food brand that focuses on the good stuff,
not grains and ‘nasties’, Forthglade Foods is investing in a
future of premium products for both cats and dogs.
Processing high-meat content (85%) and mixed vegetable wet foods for pet
owners’ convenience presents several challenges to an independent retailer.
Having decided to prioritise the quality of the ingredients and with growing interest

in its ‘grain free’ lines, Forthglade chose a processing system that would handle
particulates delicately, for a final product that stands apart from others in the market.
Having chosen to invest further in the manufacturing sites for the business,
Forthglade now operate 4 x 6 basket 1400mm Lagarde retorts as their processing
technology of choice. The reasoning behind the decision relates back to the core
advantages of Lagarde’s machinery.
Lagarde’s retorts process delicate products and flavours to a high
degree of accuracy. Its patented Samantha IT interface is able to
deliver identical process for batches to between =/-0.2 Celsius and
15mBar, and can be accessed remotely from designated hand-held
devices. Lagarde’s range of steam/air and raining water retorts,
including rotating machines, ensure that a wide range of containers
remain bright and free of any deformation.
Forthglade Foods has launched its products into wider markets,
exporting to ten countries. Joint MD, Chris Brooking remarked:
“The Lagarde retorts provide reliable, energy efficient and accurate
processing of our products. We have continued to invest in Lagarde
retorts partly because of this, but also because of the backup
and support given to us by Holmach - comprehensive servicing
and training that has meant we can keep up with ever increasing
demand.”

Roboqbo’s sweet introductions
to new free-from range
Peter Ahye, Founder of Freaks of Nature, has always had an
entrepreneurial streak, which began with selling mangoes on
the streets of Trinidad as a child.
A chance conversation with a vegan lady at a cricket match, who was
clearly perturbed with continually being served fruit salad as a dessert
option, sparked an idea in Peter’s mind. After many hours of trawling
up and down supermarkets and specialist food stores throughout the
country, he realised there was a gap in the free-from chilled food market.
Based on his research, Peter decided to develop a vegan
dessert range, that was soya, dairy, gluten and egg free,
but was also free of the ‘nasties’. He settled for a nut-based
product and Freaks of Nature was born.
Holmach was approached and it was immediately obvious
that the Roboqbo range would be ideal as it can homogenise
at high speed, whilst retaining vital nutrients and the quality
of the fresh ingredients, perfect for ‘creamy’ desserts.

Because the Roboqbo can cut, cook and cool, it is also ideal for
rich chocolate ganache, fruity compotes and crumbly toppings and bases,
just what Peter needed.
To allow him to develop his recipes and ensure that he was happy with
the quality and the end results, Holmach introduced him to the
Food Processing Facilities at the University of Nottingham,
which has a 15 litre Roboqbo as part of its NPD kitchen.
As a result of the trials, Peter invested in a brand-new
factory facility and three Roboqbo machines; allowing
the production of more than one dessert at a time.
Peter commented: “2018 is set to be an exciting year
with further NPD on the way. There is so much to learn
about innovating new desserts, but we are getting
there quickly. The team at Holmach have certainly
helped us with their technical knowledge and were very
supportive of a start-up business.”
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Holmach keeps the pressure on quality with

UHDE High Pressure Processing
Consumers are increasingly seeking healthy food choices based on fresh, natural, additive-free products and ‘fresh’ (not from concentrate)
juice sales have almost doubled in the UK in the last ten years. However, most fruit juices available today are thermally pasteurised, which leads
to a signiﬁcant loss of vitamins and nutrients, whilst taste and texture are also compromised.
Holmach is delighted to announce a tie up with UHDE, part of engineering
giant thyssenkrupp, for its state of the art High Pressure Processing (HPP)
systems, which extends shelf life without a thermal process.
HPP is a safe, clean, gentle and eco-friendly process, that extends the
shelf life of fruit juices and purees by up to ten times, without the use of heat
or additives, whilst retaining quality and freshness.
The Process
After packaging, the food
products are conveyed into a
high-pressure vessel which
is then ﬁlled with water.
Capacities of the vessels range
from 60 to 750 litres. Pressure
reaches up to 6,000bar and is
held under full pressure for a
speciﬁc time to denature the
pathogens. The system is then
decompressed at a controlled
rate and the product conveyed back out of the high-pressure vessel.
It is then dried in a compressed-air dryer.
Once processed, HPP treated items need to be kept refrigerated. Direct processing
or processing in bulk bags is also possible, but an additional aseptic packaging
process is necessary.
Loading and unloading of the product can be either manual or mechanical and
Holmach can also advise on the best products in the marketplace to handle this.
The Science
In the high-pressure vessel, molecules are pressed closer together. By modifying
process parameters such as pressure, holding time, and
temperature, it is possible to control which types of microorganism
are reduced. Depending on product properties, a four to ﬁve log
reduction is possible. The pathogenic bacteria are destroyed by
rupturing the cell walls, without damaging the overall organoleptic
properties of the foodstuff.
High pressure processing is a cold pasteurisation process, not a
sterilisation technique and is most effective with yeasts and moulds.
Not just juices
With HPP, enzymes can be inactivated to prevent the discoloration of fruit products,
making it ideal for products such as guacamole and leafy greens like kelp and
kale products. It is also highly effective for use on expensive shellfish. Oysters are
pasteurised, while remaining raw, and are ‘shucked’ from shells in the process.
Recent installations have been completed in Canada for shellfish such as lobster,
in Germany for meats and most recently on fruit purees and juices for
an Australian customer.

Centenary celebrations and
accolades for Terlet
Last year, Dutch scraped surface heat exchanger
specialists, Terlet, celebrated its centenary year,
culminating in September with the highly revered accolade
of ‘Royal Warrant Holder’ (Hofleverancier).
The distinction was awarded at a prestigious anniversary celebration,
by Annemieke Vermeulen, the Mayor of Zutphen, the city where Terlet are based.
The award represents proven quality, reliability and continuity of a company
and is a symbol of the respect, appreciation and trust that the Royal House
has in Terlet BV.
Companies receiving the honour must follow strict criteria:
• It must be at least 100 years old and owned by one family.
• All directors must be of high repute.
• The company must actively sponsor social goals.
• The company must be and always been of good economic
and financial standing.
On receiving the award, Terlet commented: “With our enthusiastic team we
will do everything to ensure that we keep on living up to the given title.”
The Holmach team would like to send its congratulations
to Terlet on this great honour.

, UPDATES &
Qbo... the next generation

The new Qbo-4 line has been developed in direct response
to customer feedback received since 2010, when the Qbo-3
was launched.
Covering all aspects of the machine, from software and usability, to cleaning
and maintenance, the range of improvements is extensive:
Software
The control panel has doubled in size to a 10in screen with HD display, which
is adjustable to 180 ° axial rotation and 40 ° tilt angle. The new software is based
on Windows 8.1 operating system and includes an increased recipe memory, user
manual and spare parts list. Once connected to Wi-Fi, engineers
can order spare parts directly from the machine.

Service and spares
Many commercial components have been replaced with Roboqbo’s components,
reducing lead times. 80% of components can be fitted or removed with a small
Allen key and seal components have been designed and developed by Roboqbo to
ensure that anyone can install them.
Holmach’s General Sales Manager, Lewis Peasgood and Marketing Manager,
Kirsty Flatt, recently visited Roboqbo’s head office and production facility in Bologna,
to watch the latest machines being built as well as spending time in the test kitchen
where samples of jam, custard, candied fruit and nut butters were produced.

Operation
A new Clean-In-Place (CIP) system recirculates the cleaning
solution more effectively for a deeper clean throughout, whilst a
simplified design, with fewer areas that trap dirt or fluids, make
manual cleaning easier. An easy-to-open filter has also been
fitted to reduce the risk of solid products being trapped in the
vacuum pump. The shelf which sits below the outlet valve is
larger, removable and can be fixed at two different heights. Mixer
accessories and components have also been improved.
Safety
An increased IP rating has been achieved from new, watertight
doors and integrated seals. The clamp connections from the lung
and hoses have been removed to avoid dripping and the bowl
now locks automatically when under pressure or vacuum. (This is
safely unlocked at the touch of a button).

l-r Gabriela Linkova – Food Consultant, Roboqbo; Kirsty Flatt – Marketing Manager, Holmach;
Lewis Peasgood – General Sales Manager, Holmach; Marco Zocca – Export Area Manager, Roboqbo
alongside a 15 litre Qbo-4, during product training.

Lagarde launch rocking retorts
Holmach is proud to be introducing the new Rocking System®, launched last year by Lagarde Autoclaves.
This is an exclusive application that uses the basket’s loading and unloading system to agitate the product load,
whilst sterilisation or pasteurisation takes place.

This first steam and air retort Rocking System® will reduce cycle times,
whilst retaining the products organoleptic qualities and carefully respecting the
packaging shape. The benefit of a rocking machine is particularly seen with milk
applications, as this reduces the challenges of the Maillard effect a non-enzymatic reaction between sugars and proteins that occurs upon heating,
that causes the product to caramelise/brown.
Machine configurations are available in 1- 4 baskets and the system is easily
adapted for all container types. It is most efficient with high viscosity products
such as soups, sauces and cream dishes. As with other Lagarde machines, the
Rocking System offers high rates of efficiency, low energy consumption and is
also compatible with the latest user-friendly interface, the S.U.® Control System.
With expert guidance from Lagarde and Holmach personnel, producers can
configure the optimum movement for each process. Test facilities are available
to customers in both the UK and France.

LAUNCHES

Terlotherm conquers all
Terlet’s rapid heating and cooling technology is making
waves in the sauce market.
Four recent installations have seen massive
production gains combined with waste reduction.
Defined filling temperatures for hot-filled product
can mean tons of product going to waste if the
product is held in long pipework or
distant vessels.

Another major project in build is for 12 tons per hour of cold sauces and
relishes, that have a “hot swell”, clean-label starch ingredient that reduces the
cost of the sauce considerably compared with a
modified “cold swell” starch. Using Terlotherms
to heat, combined with a pasteurisation section
and then cooling to ambient, allows the product
to be pre-gelled, before mixing with dairy, oils
and other flavourings to create perfect clean-label
sauces. The use of recirculated cooling water
for the cooling process eliminates the need for
expensive glycol refrigeration meaning that cost
advantages are significant.
Finally, two further installations for rapid
heating of sauces eliminate the need for steam
injection into the product, where culinary steam
is increasingly being demanded by retailers.
Using Terlotherms to heat particulate sauces from
2°C to 95°C in five minutes, product is
then held for pasteurisation and then
delivered to the fillers at exactly the
right temperature, ensuring perfect
product consistency. In addition,
huge pipe runs to the filler have been
removed, saving both energy and the
extensive recovery and cleaning
process associated with them.

One Terlotherm Scraped Surface Heat
Exchanger installation for a premium UK saucein-glass manufacturer, was placed just before
the high-speed rotary filler to boost transfer
temperatures to the filler bowl.
Delivering two key advantages meant that the
project cost was justified on eliminating wastage
during the batch, as previously temperatures
could fluctuate leading to “dumping” of product
that was outside specification. As an inline
solution, the Terlotherm contains less product than a pipe-in-pipe equivalent
and eliminates the burn-on associated with cream-based sauces.
The unique design also allows soft particulates of up to 25mm cubes passing
through without damage. Product can be easily recovered, and the machine
is suitable for CIP operations.

Holmach has also supplied Terlet
horizontal buffer tanks for the system;
the design ensuring that particulates,
whether sinking or floating, are kept
properly mixed throughout the batch.

Terlet donut rest on its laurels
New to market from the renewed Terlet Technology Test Centre will be a lab scale doughnut cooker.
The 150 litre vessel is specially designed to accelerate the cooking and evaporation process for pectin
based, low-viscosity fruit products.
Features:
Hygienic design

Variety on options possible, such as Brix measurement

No moving agitators inside the tank

CIP cleaning

Gentle heating through natural
convection product flow
(no mechanical stress)

Up to 3 times faster than conventional jacketed tank

www.holmach.co.uk

provides cool dressings
for tasty salads
Baxters Food Group, one of the UK’s leading food brands,
has installed a Holmach/NIKO tunnel cooler for handling a range
of condiments and marinades in variety of packaging formats.
With increasing customer requirement for clean label products, a hot fill
capability has become an increasing area of demand.
Baxters’ long term relationship with NIKO and Holmach meant we were the
suppler of choice when looking for a reliable and efficient solution to the
cooling of hot filled products. NIKO, based near Dusseldorf, Germany,
has been the leading UK provider of tunnel coolers as well a pasteurisers
for nearly 20 years, with many innovative solutions for difficult packaging.
Tony Bellian, European Technical Director, commented:
“We needed a reliable and efficient product cooling solution that
helps to ensure we can maintain the highest levels of product quality
throughout the hot-fill process. We worked closely with Holmach and Niko
to deliver an on-time and fit-for-purpose solution.”
Central to the technology is energy saving pumps, designed in-house, to give
twice the flowrate with half the power consumption compared with off-the-shelf
combinations. This ensures the maximum cooling effect in a relatively limited
floor space.

Suitable for cooling both plastic and glass containers, with products from
dressings to table sauces and preserves, the NIKO technology is entirely
constructed in stainless steel and corrosion-free plastics, with line speeds
available from 20 to 500 packs per minute.

MOMA makes marvellous muesli...
So we think, in any case. Moma Foods, one of the UK’s leading
specialist, oat-based breakfast cereal companies, is using Revtech’s
patented spiral heating technology to heat treat British Jumbo Oats
used in Bircher Muesli.

Used on all different types of cereals, seeds, herbs and spices for both
pasteurisation and toasting/roasting, the continuous spiral allows time temperature
validation with up to 6-log reductions on spore
forming bacteria.

Other recent Revtech installations have been to treat linseed (flax), rapeseed
and poppy seeds as well as marigold heads and thistle, used in thoroughbred
horse feed.
Campden BRI have a Revtech unit installed in the process hall at
Chipping Campden allowing potential customers to carry out product and
validation trials – even flour and gums can be heat treated to ensure stability.

Product is fed into the vibrating spiral from
a hopper and travels upwards through the
machine, ensuring the “micro-jumping” gives
excellent mixing and even treatment. Steam is
used only at temperature for the pasteurisation,
meaning that the product is not wetted as in
traditional technology used for cereal processing.
With capacities ranging from 200 to 10,000kgs/
hr, the tube is used as a giant resistor to radiate
heat into the product, toasting and roasting,
together with cooling to ambient temperatures,
can all be combined into a single machine.

MEET LEWIS PEASGOOD

A very warm welcome to Lewis Peasgood, who
joined the Holmach team in December 2017 as
General Sales Manager.
Lewis has always been involved in the manufacturing
industry. He started his career in the labelling sector
after leaving college, where he remained for 12 years
before moving to Linx, a company which specialises in coding
and marking technology for various markets, including packaging, food and
beverage and automotive. He is responsible for heading up the sales function,
which will include developing the sales team to specialise in specific areas of the

business, whilst continuing to grow new and existing client relationships.
Lewis will be managing both food and non-food business models.
He describes himself as a ‘highly motivated, self-driven sales manager,
with a proven track record.’ He looks forward to taking the business forward
and with his knowledge and expertise, helping to provide customers with the best
food processing solutions.
Married, with two young girls below school age, he has his hands full.
When he’s not doing DIY, any spare time he has he can be found on the golf
course, with a glass of his favourite Châteauneuf-du-Pape in hand (not at the same
time!) or exploring Europe on his Triumph Tiger! Lewis will mainly be out on the
road and would love to hear from you: lewis@holmach.co.uk
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JORGENSEN install robotic
potato handling system...

A bespoke robotic handling system was recently installed for Dutch firm Peka Kroef, a family business operating 24/7,
specialising in fresh potato products. Peka Kroef was looking for a change in production flow to make them more flexible
in a very demanding Benelux market place. They approached Jorgensen Engineering of Odense, Denmark,
specialists in container and autoclave handling systems.

At the time, a large part of Peka Kroef’s product range was being sterilised in
a Lagarde autoclave at 120°C, running up to nine tonnes of product at a time.
However, such a large retort also had a significant disadvantage.
Frans Habraken, Corporate Engineering & Maintenance Manager of Peka Kroef explains:
“We supply the seed, help the farmers grow and harvest the potatoes, and then
process them with our production in-house, from washing, peeling, blanching
and cutting, right through recipe preparation and packaging.
Our customers want more and more different products. These products require
different regimes in the autoclave. So, we had to find a solution to enable us to be
more flexible, and adaptive to the market needs.”
Frans and his team knew that to be more flexible they needed to be able to split
the retorting element of their production into smaller batches. This would allow
each batch of product to run its own optimum cycle within the autoclave.
The decision was made to work with Jorgensen Engineering from an early stage
in the development process. Jorgensen were able to demonstrate and show Peka
Kroef various reference cases from its vast portfolio of previous work.

...and
German based supplier of in-container
tunnel pasteurisers and coolers, Niko, has
been busy placing machines for
pre-cooked and cooled potato products
across Scandinavia and Western Europe.
Products include both whole and cut potatoes
as well as potato dishes such as gratin. Cooked in
pouches, with sizes ranging from 350 to 4000g, the
products are targeted to both individual users and
commercial kitchens.
The thermal process for cooking potatoes is
dependent on the pouch size, with the pouch size
determined by the filling machine. Heat is achieved
either by hot water or by steam, which can be added
directly, or by either plate or tubular heat exchangers.
Temperature control can be maintained by a separate
control cabinet or by integration into the complete line.

The design and specification of the equipment they finally chose was project
managed by Jorgensen. A new plant with eight smaller autoclaves was built,
with integrated robots to load into them. Two robots take products from a conveyor
belt and stack them onto trays. An automated transfer system brings the trays to
each autoclave for processing. Afterwards, the product is recovered from the trays
using more robots and placed onto another line.
“The plant runs 24 hours a day,” explains Habraken. “That is why we opted
for a known manufacturer. We have also made agreements about the service
and availability of spare parts. If ever there was a failure, we must know that
we can be helped quickly.”
The robots work continuously, handling the products to and from the autoclaves.
The system has given Peka Kroef the flexibility to further develop a diversified
product offering, whilst delivering significant cost savings.

pasteurise potatoes in pouches
Once cooked, the potatoes are then cooled to
approximately 4 °C. This can be achieved in two ways:
pre-cooling by cooling tower water and final cooling with
ice water to 1-2°C.
Additionally, a blowing-off station can be installed at
the end of the line.
The cooking and cooling zones are linked via a wire
mesh conveyor, from which the pouches are transferred.
To maintain temperature, the pouches pass through a
foot bath and heat transfer from below; both zones are
insulated to reduce energy loss. Belt widths are usually
3000mm and 4000mm and 45m long, although longer
is possible.
The feeding of the pouches and their removal is either
manual or mechanical, depending on the machine
output. NIKO offer different transfer and take-off systems,
including loading or unloading by robots.
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